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THE CRAZIEST FISHING TALE
ON THE BAYOU
A funny middle grade novel about family,
fishing and overcoming adversity
by author Gary Alipio
Eleven-year-old Hatcher Hampton is competing in his first
fishing rodeo with hopes to win $500 and bragging rights over
his older brother forever. But getting stuck in a horse-flyinfested swamp with Grampa Grump and no extra underwear
isn't what he has in mind. In the end, Hatcher must face a two-footed bayou beast and a onearmed pesky neighbor to win the greatest award of all. "There’s more to fishing than fishing.”
Early Reviews for Craziest Fishing Tale:
"Alipio's story truly IS the 'Craziest Fishing Tale on the Bayou' I've ever heard. It has
embedded how fishing can impact family relationships, the process of growing up, goal
setting and the value of persistence and hard work in the face of failure.”
-- Don Dubuc, Outdoors Radio & TV Host
“Author Gary Alipio’s funny fish tale is a great choice for young and old. As a wise old
fisherman (a la Grampa Grump) once said, “that’s why they call it ‘fishing,’ not ‘catching.'”
–– New Orleans Magazine
About:
Growing up, Gary was the weird kid with an overactive imagination who could always make
friends laugh by making up stuff riddled with humor and heart. So it’s no coincidence that he
now writes funnies, creepies and uncanny sci-fi for middle grade, tykes and everyone in
between.
Gary is a good pal, a ten year-old’s chauffeur and is still a huge daydreamer with a library
filled with oddities and tiny figurines. Gemini by birth, yat by the grace of God. His home
sweet home is never too far from New Orleans.
A NOLA native, Gary is an advertising writer (awards, if they matter to you), marketer and an
amateur fisherman still searching for the illusive white whale. He graduated from Louisiana
State University with a BA in Journalism and is also the Assistant Regional Advisor of
the Society of Children’s Book Writers and Illustrators. You can find his other creepy middle
grade short stories in Bayou Bogeyman Presents Hoodoo and Voodoo (Pelican 2016).
Find him on Twitter & Instagram at @garygalipio or at www.garyalipio.com
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